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Abstract

Multimodal biometric system utilizes two or more individual modalities, e.g., face, gait, and fingerprint, to improve the recognition accuracy
of conventional unimodal methods. However, existing multimodal biometric methods neglect interactions of different modalities during the
subspace selection procedure, i.e., the underlying assumption is the independence of different modalities. In this paper, by breaking this
assumption, we propose a Geometry Preserving Projections (GPP) approach for subspace selection, which is capable of discriminating different
classes and preserving the intra-modal geometry of samples within an identical class. With GPP, we can project all raw biometric data from
different identities and modalities onto a unified subspace, on which classification can be performed. Furthermore, the training stage is carried
out once and we have a unified transformation matrix to project different modalities. Unlike existing multimodal biometric systems, the
new system works well when some modalities are not available. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed GPP for
individual recognition tasks.
� 2007 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Biometrics has drawn extensive attention during the past
decades for its huge potentials in many applications e.g., in-
formation security [1], surveillance [2], and human computer
interface [3]. The key issue of these applications is the identifi-
cation of individuals by their physiological or behavioral char-
acteristics, including face [4], fingerprint [5], palmprint [6], iris
[7], speech [8], hand geometry [9], and gait [10]. Based on one
of modalities mentioned above, one can construct the unimodal
biometrics.

However, recent researches revealed that: in biometrics
recognition tasks, utilizing a single source suffers from various
problems such as poor robustness, small sample size problem
[11], and spoof attacks [12]. To alleviate some of these prob-
lems, a number of multimodal methods, which utilize two or
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more individual modalities, have been developed. Hong et al.
[13] developed a prototype multimodal biometric system, which
integrates faces and fingerprints at the identification stage. The
decision-fusion scheme improves performance by integrating
multiple cues with different confidence measures. Ribaric and
Fratric [14] presented a multimodal biometric system based
on features extracted from fingerprint and palmprint data. Fu-
sion is applied at the matching-score level after extracting the
features by using PCA projection. Jain et al. [15] studied the
performance of different score normalization techniques and
fusion rules in the context of a multimodal biometric system
based on face, fingerprint and hand-geometry modalities. A
reduced multivariate polynomial model was introduced by Toh
et al. [16] to overcome the tedious recursive learning problem
in multimodal biometrics in order to achieve good decision
accuracy. Gao et al. [17] investigated the fusion at the feature
level to combine multiple views of face and palmprint data
in personal identification. Multiview line segment Hausdorff
distance has also been proposed to integrate the homogeneous
lines from different sensors. Jin et al. [11] combined the face
images and palmprint images vertically after applying Gabor
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transform on these data. Yao et al. [18] designed a distance-
based separability weighting strategy to conduct feature level
fusion after using Gabor-based image preprocessing and PCA
techniques. Sim et al. [19] proposed a continuous multimodal
biometric system, which combines face and fingerprint modal-
ities at the score level. In here, holistic fusion is utilized by
exploiting Hidden Markov Model in a Bayesian framework.

Most of the above methods are designed by essentially in-
formation fusion. Their models are basically in three categories
[13,20]: fusion at feature level [11,17,18], fusion at match score
level [14,15,19] and fusion at decision level [13,16]. Fusion
at feature level is implemented by concatenating two or more
features to form a long vector. This category of modes is not
practical because the features of the various modalities may not
be compatible, for example, face images normally have larger
sizes than those of finger imagers. Moreover, in this type of
fusion modes, the recognition system does not work if one or
more modalities of testing samples are not available. For fusion
at match score level, matching scores are generated by differ-
ent classifiers and then combined. Finally, for fusion at deci-
sion level, modes consolidate final decisions based on different
modalities for a final decision. In real practice, fusion at match
score level and decision level are usually employed since they
are much more practical, but in these modes, the useful infor-
mation has never been exploited for fusion before match and
decision.

Recently, subspace methods, which select low-dimensional
features to represent raw data, have been widely studied in
biometrics researches [21–24]. It is shown that subspace se-
lection is one of the most important steps for entire biomet-
ric systems. Nevertheless, as far as we know, most of the
existing multimodal biometric methods seldom focus on the
interaction of the different modalities in subspace selection.
These methods which carry out fusion at feature level obtain
the low-dimensional features integrated the information of all
modalities. However, they can not get the low-dimensional rep-
resentations if one or more modalities are missing. The methods
whose fusions are at match score level and decision level never
consider the fusion in the subspace selection as they may ex-
tract the low-dimensional features and yield the different maps,
respectively, for each modality.

In this paper, we propose a new system for multimodal bio-
metric recognition. In the developed system, Geometry Preserv-
ing Projections (GPP), as a new subspace selection approach
(especially for the multimodal problem), is developed. GPP is a
linear discriminant algorithm, and it effectively preserves local
information by capturing the intra-modal geometry. To over-
come the non-linear problems in real world and further improve
the performance, its non-linear variant, kernel GPP(KGPP), is
also developed by applying the kernel trick [25,26]. By using
GPP, all the raw biometric data from various modalities can be
trained to obtain a unified subspace, and classification can be
performed in the obtained subspace. In the given system, the
training stage is carried out only once and we have the unified
transformation matrix for all the multimodal data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the proposed system and the GPP algorithm. The

Table 1
Important notations used in the paper

X Training set � Scaling factor
Y Dimension-reduced training set k Number of neighbors
P Testing set NC Number of classes
Q Dimension-reduced testing set m Dimension of raw data
N Number of the training data d Reduced dimension
NM Number of modalities in

training sample
U Transformation matrix

NT Number of modalities in test-
ing sample

I An identity matrix

Nl Number of lth modal data in
training set

Rm a m-dimensional Euclidean
space

classification in the subspace will be described in Section 3.
Then, in Section 4, the experiments results are reported to eval-
uate our algorithm. Finally, the conclusions are given in Sec-
tion 5. For convenience, Table 1 lists the important notations
used in the rest of the paper.

2. Geometry preserving projections

In this section, GPP is proposed as a new subspace selection
algorithm, which can be used to extract features from multi-
modal biometric data. To begin with, we describe a new mul-
timodal biometric recognition system, in which the developed
GPP is employed.

2.1. The proposed multimodal biometric recognition system

In this multimodal biometric recognition system, all raw bio-
metric data from various modalities are mixed and sorted by
individuals, i.e., an individual is a class. Note that each datum
is normalized to the same size and scanned into a long vector
by writing its values in a fixed order. Denote the multimodal
biometric data set X = [�x1, . . . , �xN ] ∈ Rm×N , and each datum
�xi belongs to one of the NC classes, each of which has two or
more modalities. The number of all the modalities is NM .

The data X is the training data set, on which the GPP algo-
rithm is developed. The system obtains a transformation ma-
trix U ∈ Rm×d that maps the set X of N points to the set
Y = [�y1, . . . , �yN ] ∈ Rd×N , such that Y = UTX, where d < m.
Given the testing set P, we can project it to the subspace via the
transformation matrix U as Q=UTP . Finally, we classify the
dimension-reduced testing data Q in the subspace by matching
with the corresponding training data Y. Fig. 1 shows the block
diagram of the proposed system for multimodal biometrics.

2.2. The geometry preserving projections algorithm

Specifically, in the low-dimensional subspace, we aim to map
the raw biometric data from different individuals as far apart
as possible, while preserving the geometric properties of the
data which belong to the same modality of each class. Fig. 2
shows the main idea of the proposed GPP algorithm. Three
modalities, face, palmprint and gait from two sample classes
(individuals) are involved in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the
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Modality NMModality 2Modality 1 Modality NMModality 2Modality 1

Subspace learning using GPP Projection via the transformation matrix
U

Classification in low-dimensional space

Recognition results

Testing set PTraining set X

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the proposed system.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the GPP algorithm: (a) three pairs of two-classes in the high-dimensional space; (b) expected result in the low-dimensional space.

biometric data of the same modalities are close together in the
high-dimensional space. Fig. 2 (b) gives the expected result of
the algorithm. It shows that the data from different classes are
separated while the intra-modal data from same class remain
nearby as before.

In the low-dimensional space, we expect that the different
class points can be mapped as far as possible. Consider that
the inter-class margin can better characterize the separability of
different classes than the inter-class variance [21,27]. Hence,
we only map the neighbor different class points far apart

max
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

‖UT �xi − UT �xj‖2sij , (1)

where sij = 1 if �xi and �xj are from the different classes, and
�xi is one of k nearest neighbors of �xj or �xj is one of k nearest

neighbors of �xi , otherwise 0. Eq. (1) reduces to

max
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

tr{(UT �xi − UT �xj )(U
T �xi − UT �xj )

T}sij

= max 2 tr(UTXDXTU − UTXSXTU)

= max tr(UTXLXTU), (2)

where tr() denotes the trace operator, L = D − S, and D is a
diagonal matrix with dii = ∑

j sij .
At the same time, we expect that in the subspace, the geo-

metric configurations of various modalities of each class can
be preserved. So, we characterize the intra-modal geometry of
each class by linear coefficients which can reconstruct the given
data point by other points from the same modal. The fashion of
representation is similar to that of LLE [28]. LLE regards each
data point and its nearest neighbors as the local patch. Here,
since the modal information is available, we treat each modal-
ity of each class as the locality. We can obtain the coefficient
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matrix W by minimizing the reconstruction error

E =
N∑

i=1

∥∥∥∥∥∥�xi −
∑
j

wij �xj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

, (3)

where wij = 0 unless �xi and �xj are from the same modality of
each class, and the rows of W sum to 1:

∑
jwij =1. With these

constraints mentioned above, the coefficient matrix W can be
computed in closed form. We give a demonstration on how to
obtain the coefficients of an arbitrary point �x in the following.
Denote �x’s n same-class intra-modal points ��1, · · · , ��n and the
corresponding coefficients w1, . . . , wn, the reconstruction error
can be converted to:

� =
∥∥∥∥∥∥�x −

n∑
j=1

wj ��j

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

=
∥∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
j=1

wj(�x − ��j )

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

=
n∑

j=1

n∑
k=1

wjwkGjk , (4)

where, Gjk = (�x − ��j )
T(�x − ��k), called local Gram matrix. By

solving the least squares problem with the constraint
∑n

j=1wj=
1, the optimal coefficients are given

wj =
∑n

k=1G
−1
jk∑n

p=1
∑n

q=1G
−1
pq

. (5)

To faithfully preserve the intra-modal geometric properties
of each class, we assume that the coefficients which reconstruct
the input xi in the high-dimensional space will also reconstruct
the output yi from the corresponding intra-modal points in the
low-dimensional space. Hence, for all the points, we need to
minimize the cost function as follows:

min
N∑

i=1

∥∥∥∥∥∥UT �xi −
∑
j

wijU
T �xj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

. (6)

Eq. (6) reduces to

min
N∑

i=1

tr

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

⎛
⎝UT �xi −

∑
j

wijUT �xj

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝UT �xi −

∑
j

wijUT �xj

⎞
⎠

T
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

= min tr{UTX(I − W)T(I − W)XTU}
= min tr(UTXMXTU), (7)

where M = (I − W)T(I − W) and I is an identity matrix.
Combining Eqs. (1) and (6) together, we can write the final
objective function which needs to be solved as follows:

min

⎛
⎜⎝ N∑

i=1

∥∥∥∥∥∥UT �xi −
∑
j

wijU
T �xj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

−�
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

‖UT �xi − UT �xj‖2sij

⎞
⎠ , (8)

where, � is a scaling factor with the range of 0–1.

According Eqs. (2) and (7), Eq. (8) can reduce to

min tr{UTX (M − �L) XTU}. (9)

To uniquely determine U, we impose the constraint UTU=I ,
that is, the columns of U are orthonormal. Now, the objective
function has the final form:{arg min

U
tr{UTX(M − �L)XTU}

s.t. UTU = I
. (10)

Obviously, the above optimization problem can be converted
to solving a standard eigenvalue problem:

X(M − �L)XT�� = ���. (11)

Let the column vectors ��1,
��2 . . . , ��d be the solutions of Eq.

(11), ordered according to the eigenvalues, �1 < �2 < . . . < �d .
Thus, the optimal transformation matrix U is given

U = [��1,
��2 . . . , ��d ]. (12)

The proposed algorithm successfully avoids the singular
problem since it never computes the inverse of one matrix,
different from the algorithms which lead to the generalized
eigenvalue problem and are thereby troubled with the problem
of singularity.

Note that, the raw data may be high-dimensional and thereby
the eigen-decomposition on X (M − �L) XT would be compu-
tationally expensive. So, the step of PCA projection is recom-
mended for compressing the raw data. Moreover, the prepro-
cessing using PCA can reduce the noise which may degrade
the recognition rates. We can choose the optimal value for the
reduced dimension in the PCA step, without the discriminant
information loss. Thus, we perform GPP in the PCA-projected
subspace and the ultimate transformation matrix is as follows:

U = UPCAUGPP . (13)

2.3. The kernel extension

GPP is essentially a linear algorithm. It always has limita-
tions under the situations when the biometric data are highly
non-linear. In that non-linear case, the measurement using the
Euclidean distance fails to give the true neighbor relationship
for discriminant and fails to detect the intra-modal geometric
structure. In this subsection, we attempt to overcome this non-
linear problem by using the kernel trick [25,26], which pro-
duces the algorithm: kernel GPP (KGPP).

We first map the raw data X = [�x1, · · · , �xN ] ∈ Rm×N into
some high-dimensional feature space F via a non-linear map-
ping �:Rm → F. So, we have

�(X) = [�(�x1), . . . , �(�xN)]. (14)

Assume that in the feature space, there is the transforma-
tion matrix UKGPP which projects �(X) to the 1-dimensional
space for simplifying the discussion, such that UT

KGPP �(X)=
[UT

KGPP � (�x1) , · · · , UT
KGPP �(�xN)]. According to the analysis

in Section 2.2, we have the new objective function:

min tr{UT
KGPP �(X)(M − �L)�(X)TUKGPP }. (15)
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Because the transformation matrix UKGPP should lie
in the span of �(�x1), . . . ,�(�xN), there exist coefficients
�� = [�1, . . . �N ]T, such that

UKGPP =
N∑

i=1

�i�(�xi) = �(X)��. (16)

Combining Eqs. (15) and (16), we get

min tr{��TK(M − �L)K��}, (17)

where K is a kernel matrix with

Kij = k(�xi, �xj ) = �(�xi) · �(�xj ). (18)

Considering the constraint UT
KGPP UKGPP = I , we have the

final objective function for KGPP{
arg min

��
tr{��TK (M − �L) K��}

s.t. ��TK�� = 1
. (19)

The above minimization problem can be converted to solving
a generalized eigenvalue problem as follows:

K(M − �L)K�� = �K��. (20)

The eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalues are
the solution.

If a testing sample p comes, we have the projection

q = UT
KGPP �(p) = ��T�(X)T�(p) =

N∑
i=1

�ik(xi, p). (21)

3. Classification in the subspace

By using the GPP algorithm, the transformation matrix U
is yielded, and then the training data can be projected into
the subspace: [�y1, . . . , �yN ]=UT[�x1, . . . , �xN ]. As introduced in
Section 2.1, the testing data P are projected onto Q=UTP . The
dimension-reduced testing data Q and the dimension-reduced
training data Y have the same space where we can perform the
classification.

Given a testing individual constituted by the multimodal fea-
tures �q1, . . . �qNT

, where NT is the number of the modalities of
the individual and 1�NT �NM , note that, the number is not
constrained to NM , that is, it is permitted that some modalities
of testing samples are not available. For each modality �qj , we
measure the Euclidean distance between the given feature and
all the dimension-reduced training samples �y1, . . . , �yN . So we
have the distance vector �Dj for modality �qj :

�Dj = [d(�qj , �y1), . . . , d(�qj , �yN)], (22)

where j = 1, . . . , NT . Since the training samples �y1, . . . , �yN

come from the different modalities, it is necessary to normalize
the distance measurement for each modality. Denote Nl the
number of data in lth modality in the training set. We have the
normalization

d̃(�qj , �yi) = d(�qj , �yi)√
d2(�qj , �yi) + ∑Nl−1

k=1 d2(�qj , �yk
i )

, (23)

where, assume �yk
i and �yi come for the same lth modality.

Rewrite �Dj as

�Dj = [d̃(�qj , �y1), · · · , d̃(�qj , �yN)]. (24)

Considering all the modalities of the testing individual, we have
the following decision,

�q1, · · · �qNT
∈ label(�yi), (25)

if d̃(�qj , �yi) = min[min �D1, . . . , min �DNT
], for j = 1, . . . , NT

and i = 1, . . . , N .

4. Experiments

In experiments, three modalities, namely face, palmprint and
gait, are used. Among them, face and gait are contactless while
palmprint is a contacting biometric resource. Our system can
be extended to include more modalities.

For face modality, we select two databases: YALE [29] and
FERET [30]. The YALE database contains 15 subjects and
each subject has 11 face images with varying facial expres-
sions and configurations: center-light, with glasses, happy, left-
light, without glasses, normal, right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised,
and wink. In comparison to YALE, FERET is a rather larger
database. It contains 13,539 face images of 1565 subjects taken
during different photo sessions with variations in size, pose,
illumination, facial expression and even age.

The palmprint [31,6] database is provided by the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University (HKPU). This database contains 7752
palmprint images from 386 individuals. Each participant con-
tributes about 20 images.

For gait, we adopt the USF HumanID outdoor gait database
[32] of version 2.1. The database was built for vision-based gait
recognition, and it is widely used. It consists of 1870 sequences
from 122 subjects. For each of the subjects, there are the fol-
lowing covariates: change in viewpoint (left or right), change
in shoe type (A or B), change in walking surface (grass or con-
crete), change in carrying condition (briefcase or no briefcase),
and elapsed time (May or November) between sequences be-
ing compared. All the images of the database are divided into
one gallery set and 12 probe sets A-L.

Using the databases briefly introduced above, we built two
multimodal data sets, the YALE-HKPU-USF data set and the
FERET-HKPU-USF data set, for biometric recognition. In the
experiments, GPP along with its kernel extension KGPP are im-
plemented in comparison with baseline, PCA [22], LDA [23],
LPP [24], and MFA [21]. Among these algorithms, baseline
performs the recognition directly in the raw data without di-
mensionality reduction; PCA and LDA are the traditional di-
mension reduction methods; LPP and MFA are the recently
proposed manifold learning methods. Gaussian kernels are used
in KGPP. To better show the system’s advantage, the unimodal
biometrics by using baseline, PCA, LDA, LPP and MFA are
also implemented for each modality. For all the unimodal tests,
the Nearest Neighbor classifier is employed in the last recog-
nition stage.
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Fig. 3. Multimodal images from the YALE-HKPU-USF data set.

Fig. 4. Recognition rate of GPP versus the variance of the Gaussian on the
YALE-HKPU-USF data set.

4.1. YALE-HKPU-USF

We randomly chose 15 subjects to form the YALE-HKPU-
USF data set. Each subject has 6 images from YALE,
6 images from HKPU and 6 images from USF, respec-
tively. Therefore, the YALE-HKPU-USF data set contains
(6 + 6 + 6) × 15 = 270 images in total. For the USF modal-
ity, the images are selected from the gallery set and probe
set A. All the images are cropped and normalized to the
size of 40×40 pixels whose values are within the scope of
0 to 1. Assume that the subjects of same order number from
different modalities originate from the identical individual.
Fig. 3 shows the multimodal images of one sample subject
(individual).

For each modality of one individual, we randomly select 4
images for training and the rest 2 images for testing respec-
tively, that is, we have 12 images for training and 6 images
for testing for one individual. We repeat this operation 5 times

Table 2
Best recognition results (%) on the YALE-HKPU-USF data set

Modalities Methods Recognition rate (%)

Unimodal biometrics Baseline 55.33(1600)
PCA 62.67(44)

YALE LDA 76.67 (8)
LPP 63.33 (40)
MFA 77.33(11)

HKPU Baseline 63.33(1600)
PCA 66.67 (58)
LDA 42.67 (14)
LPP 69.33 (56)
MFA 73.33 (29)

USF Baseline 66.73 (1600)
PCA 68.67 (53)
LDA 79.33 (20)
LPP 67.33 (54)
MFA 80.67 (17)

Multimodal biometrics Baseline 65.56 (1600)
PCA 72.89 (46)
LDA 70.44 (14)
LPP 64.44 (27)
MFA 74.67 (84)
GPP 87.56 (69)
KGPP 90.22 (67)

and obtain 5 random subsets for computing the average results.
Since the images of HKPU and USF are captured and processed
specially for lab experiments, the recognition rates of most al-
gorithms on these data are quite high. In real world applica-
tions, it is hard to obtain such high-quality images. To simulate
the case in reality, we added some Gaussian white noise to the
images from HKPU and USF to tune down the corresponding
recognition rates on them. To show the Gaussian noise’s effect
on the final performance, Fig. 4 gives the relationship between
recognition rate of GPP and the variance of the Gaussian noise
when the mean of the noise is fixed to zero and the dimen-
sion of the subspace is fixed to 69. The final parameters of
the Gaussian noise are set zero mean and 6 × 10−5 variance.
Table 2 gives the best recognition rates along with the corre-
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sponding reduced dimensions of the employed algorithms in
both unimodal and multimodal tests. Fig. 5 shows the average
recognition rates versus subspace dimensions in multimodal
tests. As shown, GPP and KGPP yield the best recognition rates
than the other methods not only in multimodal but also uni-
modal biometrics.

4.2. FERIET-HKPU-USF

Similar to YALE-HKPU-USF, for the FERET-HKPU-USF
data set, we randomly choose 100 subjects each of which has
six images from FERET, HKPU, and USF, respectively. For
USF, the images are still selected from the gallery set and probe
set A. The formed multimodal data set totally contains 1800
images. All the images are cropped and normalized to the size
of 40 × 40 pixels whose values are between 0 and 1. We also
have the similar assumption asYALE-HKPU-USF. Fig. 6 shows
one individual’s images which come from three modalities.
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Fig. 5. Recognition rates versus subspace dimensions on the
YALE-HKPU-USF data set.

Fig. 6. Multimodal images from the FERET-HKPU-USF data set.

Three images per modality (nine images per individual) are
randomly selected for training and the rest three images per
modality (nine images per individual) are used for testing. Some
Gaussian noise has been added to the images of the HKPU
modality to adjust the recognition rates. The parameters of the
noise are set zero mean and 2×10−5 variance. All the tests are
repeated over five random splits independently and the average
recognition results are calculated. Table 3 and Fig. 7 give the
experimental results. It is clear that we can draw the similar
conclusions as before.

4.3. The case of modalities missing

In this subsection, tests are carried out in the case that some
modalities are not available. The YALE-HKPU-USF data set
are used to conduct the experiment on. The strategy used is
similar as that in Section 4.1. While, the difference is that: in
this set of experiments, we randomly removed some modalities
of the testing samples. The number of the missing modalities
for all the testing samples is set from 1 to 30. Fig. 8 plots
the corresponding recognition rate of GPP when the dimension
of the subspace is fixed to 69. Experiments show promising
results that when the number of missing modalities increases,
the performance of GPP degrades slowly.

4.4. Discussions

It is necessary to highlight some views in the experiments.
The multimodal biometric data intrinsically follow the mul-

timodal Gaussian distribution. GPP is specially developed to
tackle the multimodal problems. It attempts to obtain a more
discriminant subspace while succeeds in describing and repre-
senting each Gaussian modality by using the linear reconstruc-
tion coefficients. This is the main reason that GPP has the best
recognition rates in multimodal biometrics.

MFA is also an effective method to solve the multimodal
Gaussian problems because of its consideration of both class
and neighbor information [21]. MFA can be seen as an
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Table 3
Best recognition results (%) on the FERET-HKPU-HUMI data set

Modalities Methods Recognition rate (%)

Unimodal biometrics Baseline 39.07(1600)
PCA 39.07(295)

FERET LDA 55.13(34)
LPP 42.93(205)
MFA 49.73(126)
Baseline 87.93(1600)
PCA 88.13(294)

HKPU LDA 81.93 (94)
LPP 65.67 (251)
MFA 88.33 (60)
Baseline 75.47 (1600)
PCA 75.60(189)

HUMI LDA 83.53(88)
LPP 63.60 (215)
MFA 85.87 (84)

Baseline 73.89 (1600)
Multimodal biometrics PCA 74.78 (400)

LDA 75.00 (80)
LPP 55.44 (380)
MFA 79.67(375)
GPP 93.11 (216)
KGPP 93.67 (224)

extension of LPP which does not resort to the class informa-
tion. MFA is unsupervised since it seeks the multimodal distri-
butions in the biometric data by using the k-nearest neighbors
search. While, GPP is supervised as it exploits the modal infor-
mation. In addition, GPP gives more precise representations on
the local (intra-modal) structure by the linear coefficients than
MFA which uses the simple joint relationship of the neighbor
points. These can explain why GPP is superior to MFA for
multimodal biometrics.

In the experiments, we also have the interesting observation
that LPP performs well in the unimodal tests while its perfor-
mance in multimodal tests is not satisfactory. This may stem
from the fact that, in the multimodal biometric data, the intra-
modal similarity is always larger than the intra-class similarity.
For example, the Euclidean distance between two points from
same modalities but different classes is usually shorter than that
between two points from different modalities but same classes.
The k-nearest neighbors search of LPP may be misled without
restriction of doing that in each class.

5. Conclusions

In the paper, a new system is proposed for multimodal bio-
metrics. In the given system, a new method named Geometry
Preserving Projections (GPP) has been designed for the sub-
space selection on the multimodal biometric data, which intrin-
sically follow the multimodal Gaussian distribution.

As a discriminant algorithm, GPP optimization scheme fo-
cuses on the inter-class margin points. These points possess
more discriminant abilities than the global inter-class points.
Meanwhile, GPP preserves the intra-modal geometric structure
by using linear reconstruction coefficients. A unified transfor-
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Fig. 8. Recognition rates versus subspace dimensions on the
FERET-HKPU-USF data set.
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Fig. 9. Recognition rate of GPP versus the number of missing modalities on
the YALE-HKPU-USF data set.

mation matrix can be learnt by GPP for the raw biometric data
formed by various modalities. GPP makes the system more flex-
ible since it can also work well when one or more modalities of
the testing samples are not available. Kernel GPP (KGPP) has
been proposed to overcome the non-linear problem and further
improve the ability of GPP. Experimental results have shown
the effectiveness of the proposed system and algorithm upon
large data sets.
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